We introduce TASTY (Tag-as-you-type), a novel text editor for interactive entity linking as part of the writing process. Tasty supports the author of a text with complementary information about the mentioned entities shown in a 'live' exploration view. The system is automatically triggered by keystrokes, recognizes mention boundaries and disambiguates the mentioned entities to Wikipedia articles. The author can use seven operators to interact with the editor and refine the results according to his specific intention while writing. Our implementation captures syntactic and semantic context using a robust end-to-end LSTM sequence learner and word embeddings. We demonstrate the applicability of our system in English and German language for encyclopedic or medical text. Tasty is currently being tested in interactive applications for text production, such as scientific research, news editorial, medical anamnesis, help desks and product reviews.
Introduction
Entity linking is the task of identifying mentions of named entities in free text and resolving them to their corresponding entries in a structured knowledge base (Hachey et al., 2013) . These two steps are often executed as batch process after the document has been written by the author. Contrary, doctors during a medical anamnesis, technicians writing supportive manuals or assistants in help desks desire entity linking during writing. Ideally, a machine could highlight relevant information about recognized entities while the author is typing the text and gradually adapt the results to complement his task.
Contribution. TASTY is such a novel text editing interface for fine-grained tagging of text articles as part of the writing process. Figure 1 shows an example of the editor in use. While the author is typing characters, a contextual sequence learner immediately recognizes mention boundaries, tags them inline, resolves associated articles and displays them beside the document. When more context is written, the system reacts and refines boundaries and associations without interrupting the process. The author can add, remove and disambiguate tags according to his task and knowledge. Tasty's extraction model recognizes multi-word mentions and can identify entities that are both in and outside the knowledge base. It does not require linguistic features and is robust to misspelled or out-of-vocabulary words. To our knowledge, Tasty is the first system that implements an interactive entity linking task for manifold scenarios. We apply it to German and English language for encyclopedic and medical text without any change of hyperparameters. In the rest of this paper, we guide through the user interface using a medical examination scenario in Section 2, explain the process of interactive entity linking in Section 3, and conclude in Section 4 with an evaluation and discussion. A live demo and video of Tasty can be found at http://dbl43.beuth-hochschule.de/demo/tasty/ history and conditions. Tasty can recognize these medical conditions and link them to Wikipedia articles. Other possible targets are e.g. research papers or relevant archived doctor letters. As a result, a doctor may learn from these documents additional insights for sharpening her focus in the write-up.
We showcase the following scenario as an example H&P (see Figure 1 ): The doctor starts by writing the first sentence about her patient: "Mrs E is a 43-year-old female with a past medical history significant for a laparoscopic cholecystectomy". Tasty responds to key strokes, recognizes mentions, searches for candidates and displays a complementary article for cholecystectomy next to the document. The doctor might explore the article and incrementally learn about important aspects of this condition. She might continue writing "she suffered from periodic episodes of abdominal pain localized in the epigastric region" and manually select a more precise disambiguation for the phrase abdominal pain. She may correct further tagging errors, e.g. remove the unwanted tag Mrs E. In case of a missing tag, the doctor can edit a phrase, e.g. NRS-11 pain scale and tag it manually. The system reacts and returns a disambiguation.
Interactive Entity Linking Process
We implement interactive entity linking using mention recognizer, candidate searcher and link disambiguator stages (Hachey et al., 2013) . We extend the process by an interactive cycle that includes partial update and user feedback operators, as shown in Figure 2 . We implement Tasty as demonstrator for English (EN) and German language (DE) and a specialized medical scenario (MED).
Step 1: Update while the author is typing. Tasty's user interface is based on a lightweight rich text editor 1 that we extend to display named entity mentions as in-line tags. Tasty captures the author's key strokes and detects word boundaries after space or punctuation characters. We split a document of length n into a sequence of word tokens d = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) using a language-independent whitespace tokenizer 2 . In a partial update step, we analyze only the changed portiond = (w b , . . . , w e ), 1 ≤ b < e ≤ n of the document. We expand indexes b and e to sentence boundaries and omit any further linguistic processing.
Step 2: Recognize mention boundaries. We define a mention m as the longest possible span of adjacent tokens that refers to a an entity or relevant concept of a real-world object, such as epigastric region. In Tasty, we further assume that mentions are non-recursive and non-overlapping. The objective of this step is to detect all mention spans Md = {m i } in the document portion. We model this task as Figure 2 : Overview of the interactive entity linking process in Tasty. While the author is writing a text, the system recognizes mentions, searches for entity candidates and disambiguates the mention to its corresponding Wikipedia article. The author is able to interact with every stage of the extraction process.
context-sensitive sequential word labeling problem. We predict for each token w t ∈d a target labelŷ t according to the BIOES tagging scheme (Ratinov and Roth, 2009 ) with respect to its surrounding words (Eq. 1). From these labels, we populate Md in a single iteration. For the prediction task, we utilize long short-term memory (LSTM) networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) , which are are able to capture long-range sequential context information with short answer times. The input is a sequence of word feature vectors x(w t ) with three components: First, we use lowercase letter-trigram word hashing (Huang et al., 2013) to encode word syntax on character level. This technique splits a word into discriminative three-letter 'syllables' with boundary markers, e.g. cell → {#ce, cel, ell, ll#} to make the bag robust against misspellings and out-of-vocabulary words. Second, we utilize word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) 3 to represent word semantics in dense vector space. Third, we encode surface form features by generating a vector of flags that indicate e.g. initial capitalization, uppercase, lower case or mixed case.
We pass throughd bidirectionally using a stacked BLSTM+LSTM architecture (Arnold et al., 2016) 4 . Our recognition component can be trained 'end-to-end' with only few thousand labeled sentences. For the demonstration, we provide three different pre-trained models: EN is trained to recognize named entities (persons, organizations, locations and misc) in English encyclopedic text, DE captures proper nouns (untyped) in German encyclopedic text, and MED recognizes biomedical terms in scientific text.
Step 3: Search for candidate links. Our next step is to resolve a subset of Wikipedia article candidates C m for each of the detected mentions m. We especially aim to capture a large number of candidates for highly ambiguous terms such as scale or child. For this task, we create an index of 4.5M English and 1.6M German Wikipedia abstracts 5 . We use redirects and anchor phrases to capture alternative writings and synonyms (Hachey et al., 2013) . We apply a dictionary-based technique described by Ling et al. (2015) and query the index for candidates C m = {c j | ∀m ∈d : c.title ≈ m.span} using phrase queries with BM25 similarity 6 for retrieval. In case of an empty result, we return NIL (non-linkable entity).
Step 4: Disambiguate associated articles. From the set of candidates C m , we want to pick the most likely entity associations E d = {(m i ,ĉ j )}. We do this by picking the candidateĉ with maximum score depending on the mention and current document context (Eq. 2). As scoring function, we utilize short text similarity (Kenter and de Rijke, 2015) utilize word embeddings to calculate vectors v(w t ) for every token in the document and aggregate them into a normalized mean document vector that we use as semantic signature s(d) (Eq. 3). We finally use cosine similarity between the semantic signatures as scoring function (Eq. 4). detect mention boundaries even if the word is misspelled or not priorly known to the system, e.g. "we treat the XYDKF34 cells with high-dosed srscklartamin." Furthermore, Tasty's disambiguation stage shows comparable performance to the comprehensive systems on the English disambiguation task (65.4% F1).
Applying TASTY. We showcased Tasty's editor with pre-trained models to 21 experienced professionals and learned about exciting application scenarios which are shown in Table 2 . A large group of users applied the results of in-line entity linking to subtasks with exploratory search intention (Marchionini, 2006) : look up facts or definitions for entities in the text, learn from complementary articles, compare written text against text in archives, verify information, integrate with existing tagging schemes. For future implementations, users suggested the application of investigatory subtasks: evaluate text to fit a desired tone or vocabulary, discover alternatives or get advice from user reviews or experts. For realizing these application scenarios, in our future work we will extend Tasty with powerful cross-document coreference capabilities and specialized retrieval models for a broader set of data sources.
